The initial value problem for the KdV equation In this paper it is shown that the nonlinear map K is innitely many times Frechet dierentiable from H s (R) t o C ([ T ;T]; H s (R)) . Furthermore, it is proved that K h a s a T a ylor series expansion at any given 2 H s (R), i.e.
u ( x; 0) = (x) establishes a nonlinear map K from H s (R) t o C ([ T ;T]; H s (R)). It has been known for many y ears that this map K is continuous [2] , [17] and is proved recently being Lipschitz continuous [23] .
In this paper it is shown that the nonlinear map K is innitely many times Frechet dierentiable from H s (R) t o C ([ T ;T]; H s (R)) . Furthermore, it is proved that K h a s a T a ylor series expansion at any given 2 H s (R), i.e. In contrast the corresponding map K p for periodic solutions of the initial value problem of the KdV equation is only known to be continuous from H s (S) to C([ T ;T]; H s (S)) where S is the unit length circle. This is due to the lack of smoothing eects for periodic solutions of the KdV equation. It is shown in the paper that K p is Lipschitz continuous from H s+1 (S) t o C ([ T ;T]; H s (S)) and is n times Frechet dierentiable from H s+n+1 (S) t o C ([ T ;T]; H s (S)) for any n 1.
The method developed in this paper applies to other nonlinear dispersive wave equations.
Introduction
The Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation @ t u + u@ x u + @ 3 x u = 0 in one space dimension and time was originally derived in 1895 ( [27] ) as an approximate model for planar, uni-directional, irrotational waves propagating on the surface of shallow w ater. Its range of applications has broadened considerably since 1960 when a new application of the KdV equation was founded in the study of collisionfree hydromagnetic waves by Gardner and Morikawa ( [10] ) and it now includes many physical situations which feature wave equation wherein a balance is struck b e t w een the weak eects of nonlinearity and dispersion (cf. [29] , [30] and [36] ). In particular, the discovery of solitons and the inverse scattering method aroused great interests in the KdV equation.
As for the initial value problem (IVP) of the KdV equation a large amount o f w ork has been devoted to the existence and uniqueness problems of its solutions in various function spaces. (cf. [4] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [17] , [28] , [42] and [44] ). In particular, it was established in the work of Bona and Smith [2] , Bona and Scott [1] , Saut and Temam [35] and Kato [17] that the IVP (1.1) is locally (resp. globally) well-posed in the classical Sobolev space H s (R) with s > 3 = 2 (resp. s 2).
Recently, based on a careful analysis of the smoothing properties of the associated linear problem and the associated maximal operator, Kenig, Ponce and Vega [22] showed that the IVP ( [2] rst proved that it is continuous. Later Kato [15] established the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the IVP (1.1) by applying his theory for abstract quasi-linear evolution equations. As a consequence, the continuity of the map K follows automatically. In [35] for n 2, where
We m a y dene the n-th Taylor polynomial P n of K at 2 H s (R) a s for n 1, where v = K( + h), u = K( ) and y k (k = 1 ; 2 ; :::; n) are solutions of (1.11) and (1.12 [2] , [17] ). This is due to the lack of smoothing eects for periodic solutions of the KdV equation. On the other hand, Saut and Temam [35] showed that K p is locally H older continuous with exponent 1 = 2 from H s+1=2 (S) t o L 1 ([ T;T]; H s (S)). We shall show that K p is Lipschitz continuous from H s+1 (S) t o C ([ T;T]; H s (S)) and is n times Frechet dierentiable from H s+n+1 (S) to C([ T;T];H s (S)) for any n 1. Notations:
( S ) will be denoted by k:k and the norm in H s (R) or H s (S) will be denoted by k:k s . The notation k:k 1 is used to denote the norm in kD s ). In particular, ).
We shall show in this section that K is not only initely many F rechet dierentiable, but also analytic in U.
First of all,if the map K is assumed n times dierentiable, then its n-th order derivative K (n) ( ) a t 2 U is a symmetric n-linear map from H s (R) t o X T;s l;r and for any h 1 ; :::; h n 2 H s (R), for n 2, where n (i 1 ; :::; i j ) = ( k 1 ; :::; k n j ) n with 1 k 1 < ::: < k n j and fk 1 ; :::; k n j g \ f i 1 ; :::; i j g = ;:
As for y n , it solves 8 > < > : for any h 2 H s (R). Now, formally, w e m a y dene the n-th Taylor polynomial P n (h) o f K at 2 U H s (R) a s
where u = K( ) and y n is the solution of (3.4) and (3.5). for n 1 where v = K( + h) and u = K( ). Proof: (3.8) follows from direct computation. We prove (3.9) by induction. It is easy to see that (3.9) is true for n = 1. Assume that (3.9) is true for n = m, i.e. Proof: We only need to prove that for any 2 U,
as h ! 0 i n H s ( R ) uniformly for k k s k h k s b y the Converse Taylor Theorem (see [8] ). 
for n 1. 
with any n 1. Proof: cf. Theorem 8.14.3 in [7] .
Next we show that the map K is analytic from U to X T;s l;r with (l;r) 2 [0; s for any h 2 H s (R) with khk s , and the series is uniformly convergent i n X T;s l;r for khk s .
We begin with improving the estimate (3.7). The left-hand side of (4.2) is a Hilbert norm for H s (S) denoted also kvk s . It is well-known (cf. [2] and [35] ) that for any T > 0 and 2 H s (S) ( s 2), there is a unique solution u 2 C([ T;T]; H s (S)) to (4.1). Therefore (4.1) denes a nonlinear map K p from H s (S) t o C ([ T;T];H s (S)) for any T > 0. K p is also known being continuous ( [2] , [17] ) for many y ears. Saut and Temam [35] 
